NICO TOSCANO CONCERTO COMPETITION FOR YOUNG PERFORMERS

COMPETITION: THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019
@ the hochstein school

REPERTOIRE: WORKS BY LIVING COMPOSERS - for instrumental soloist with chamber orchestra
10 to 15 minute works or movements // repertoire will be reviewed for instrumentation and availability

PERFORMANCE WITH CORDANCIA ON ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
tuesday, february 25, 2020 (backstage pass live on classical 91.5 fm with julia figueras)
saturday, february 29, 2020
sunday, march 1, 2020

APPLICATION DEADLINE: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2019

FEE: $20

ELIGIBILITY: all instrumentalists, age 16-22, with residence or attending school in monroe county, ny

PRIZES: high school level winner $200 // college level winner $200

FOR MORE INFO: visit www.cordancia.org or email cordancia@gmail.com